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Performance-Based Digital Marketing

Hudson Digital Group

A conversions-centered campaign with
demonstrable results

In order to scale performance, we needed to rethink the

overall account structure and hierarchy of campaigns, ad

groups, and keywords.

Restructure campaign hierarchy

Once the account was restructured, we ran experiments on

determining which bid strategies would ultimately lead to

optimal performance. 

Perform a mix of optimization experiments

In addition to restructuring the account, we built an array of

customized reports to assess performance with real-time

data refreshed on an hourly basis.

Consolidate several external reports into a simplified
automated dashboard

Given the competitive landscape of the gambling space along with the tight ad

policy restrictions set in place by Google/Bing, this client had a difficult time

scaling campaign performance. With the busiest season approaching, HDG put

together an in-depth SEM strategy to exceed their performance expectations

and plan towards one of the busiest seasons they have yet to witness.

Challenges

Primary Goal: Increase registrations and first time deposits

Goals

Solution

Key Results

6x
 increase in clicks

28x
increase in spend

Hudson Digital Group:
PPC Case Study

Digital Marketing & PR Agency
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At a glance

A sports betting client came to

HDG with the goal of increasing

first time deposits and

registrations from new customers.  
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7x
increase in impressions

10x
increase in conversions

58%
increase in conversion rate
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In order to scale performance, we needed to rethink the overall account structure and

hierarchy of campaigns, ad groups, and keywords. Depending on the sporting event, keyword

category and state we were advertising in, we put together a framework that would allow us

to analyze data in an efficient manner whether it be on a general campaign category level or

even on a granular keyword level. 

We modified the account structure of 10 of their Google Ad accounts and 4 Microsoft ad

accounts for a combined collection of 7000 campaigns and over 175K keywords across the 9

states eligible for online advertising within the gambling sector. Campaigns consisted of a mix

of: Search, Universal App, Display and YouTube. 

Restructure campaign hierarchy

A conversions-centered campaign with
demonstrable results

Once the account was restructured, we ran experiments on determining which bid strategies

would ultimately lead to optimal performance. Bid strategies were tested on both the

campaign and portfolio level for durations spanning anywhere from one to eight weeks. With

the help of our dedicated team of Google and Bing account managers, we established an

unconventional yet highly effective approach to take towards maximizing first-time-deposits

across each campaign category. What we realized was that different formulas worked for

different campaign types whether we were targeting users searching for branded terms,

competitor names or generic sports betting terms. 

Perform a mix of optimization experiments

In addition to restructuring the account, we built an array of customized reports to assess

performance with real-time data refreshed on an hourly basis which allowed us to apply

agile adjustments within quick turnaround times. This client used an external reporting tool

under Marketo’s platform which had the most up to date metrics in terms of new customer

deposits and registrations. We took on the challenge of aggregating data from multiple

sources to combine campaign performance with the client’s custom Marketo report, which

resulted in the creation of an advanced week-over-week performance report that

automatically tracks and compares performance coming from multiple advertising channels

and campaign types. 

Consolidate several external reports into a simplified automated dashboard

Solution (Continued)
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Key Results

6x
 increase in clicks

28x
increase in spend

7x
increase in impressions

10x
increase in conversions

58%
increase in conversion rate
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